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Abstract

Recently, some works have been published exploring the role of private speech as

a tool for motivation, reaching beyond the classical research on its regulatory function

for cognitive processes such as attention or executive function. In fact, our own

previous research has shown that a moderate account of spontaneous private speech of

children aged between 4 and 8 has motivational content. To obtain more conclusive data

on a hypothetical motivational function of this kind of utterances, we propose the use of

an experimental approach. This work presents the results of a study carried out with a

factorial design, with private speech and task difficulty manipulated as independent

factors, and task performance and persistence observed as dependent variables. The

results show that the participants persist more in the free private speech condition. In

addition, the number of utterances is greater in this condition. It can be also observed

that the increase in persistence is related to the relative frequency of private speech with

motivational content. Finally, we discuss the implications of these results for the

development of a socio-historical approach to motivation.
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The Motivational Function of Private Speech: An Experimental Approach.

Since the English translation of Thought and Language (Vygotsky, 1934/1962)

many works have attempted to test his hypothesis about the self-regulatory function of

what was called egocentric speech by Piaget (1923). The works of Zivin (1979) and

Diaz & Berk (1992) collect the results of various decades of not always successful

efforts intended to demonstrate the role of private speech in the self-regulation of motor

activity, attention or executive function, as well as the developmental process following

the appearance, consolidation and internalization of private speech in the final pre-

school years (see also, Winsler, 1998; Winsler, Diaz y Montero, 1997). More recently,

however, certain authors have begun to consider the pOssibility that this self-directed

speech would play also a role in self-regulatory functions of other psychological

processes. This is the case with emotional (Broderick, 2001) and motivational

regulation (Montero & Huertas, 1999, Chiu & Alexander, 2000).

Parallel to this, since the nineteen-eighties works have been published

attempting a socio-cultural approach with Vygotskian roots of the study of the

motivational processes participating in education (Sivan, 1986, Rueda & Dembo, 1995).

These works emphasize the importance of social interaction processes in the

construction of motivational orientations in the educational context, but do not analyze

the Vygotskian concept of the role of private speech in the transformation of social

discourse into a self-regulatory tool. Only the aforementioned work by Montero &

Huertas (1999) provides an approximation integrating the two Vygotskian ideas: the

social origin of motivational processes and the role of language in their self-regulation.

These authors observed the presence of a significant percentage (20% on the

average) of private speech with motivational content emitted in different natural and

structured observational situations by preschoolers and children in the first few years of
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primary school. Likewise, as in the later work by Chiu & Alexander (2000), a

significant correlation was demonstrated between these utterances and motivational

indicators such as performance and persistence in the task.

However, as pointed out by Diaz (1992), correlational analyses do not allow

establishing definitive conclusions on the role of private speech. This author also warns

of the possible error in attributing functions to speech based solely on its content. A

third concern relates to .the difficulty level of the task as a confounded variable.

According to the above, it would be necessary to design more conclusive studies to

show the relation of utterances with motivational content with classical measures of

motivation (perfOrmance and persistence), while considering the role of task difficulty.

In addition, those studies should include an ontogenetic perspective to test the

internalization process postulated by Vygotsky for the pre-school ages.

Following the methodology used by Montero & de Dios (2001), we propose a

study with two independent variables experimentally manipulated (private speech

utterances and level of task difficulty), a grouped variable (age) and two dependent

measures (task performance and persistence). The level of linguistic development is

included as covariable in order to control individual differences.

Method

Participants

Eighty-three children from a school in Madrid (Spain) in three different school

years: 26 were preschoolers (average age 5 years, 10 months), 29 were second graders

(7 years, 7 months) and 28 were fourth graders (9 years, 8 months). Of these, 34 were

boys (40.96%) and 49 were girls (59.04%).
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Materials

The experimental task involved solving Tangram puzzles. Tangram puzzles

consist of seven parts with different geometrical shapes and sizes. With them the

participants must form figures following models shown to them. The figures were

ordered according to 7 difficUlty levels.

Additionally, all subjects were administered the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test Revised (PPVT-R) to evaluate their linguistic development level. The purpose was

to obtain a measure of their verbal aptitude and thereby control individual differences in

their level of linguistic development. This test has been used extensively in research on

private speech because it correlates highly with other intelligence measures (Berk,

1992).

Private speech was analyzed with the code shown in Appendix 1, based.on that

used by Berk (1986) and developed by Montero & Huertas (1999).

Procedure

The study followed a 3x3x2 factorial design, with two inter subjects

independent variables: educational level, with three levels 5-year-old preschoolers, 2nd

and 4th grade primary school and task difficulty, with three levels low, medium and

high -, and one intra subject independent variable, manipulation of the private speech

production, with two levels free and obstructed. The typical punctuation in the PPVT-

R test was considered as a covariable.

Each subject was individually observed in three sessions. All of them took place

in presence of the experimenter. In the first session the Peabody test was administered

and an individual calibration of the task difficulty was performed. This calibration

involved each subject solving a Tangram puzzle of each difficulty leVel, starting with

the easiest until reaching the level in which the puzzle could only be partially solved
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without help; this level was considered the medium difficulty level for the individual

child, as it was in the zone of proximal development. The levels immediately below and

above were considered her or his low and high difficulty levels respectively.

With these data, each child was randomly assigned to a difficulty level low,

medium or high- at which to form the figures, according to his or her individual

calibration.

In the following two sessions each subject was individually asked to create as

many figures as desired within the assigned level of difficulty. In one session speech

.utterances were obstructed by making the child listen to music with headphones

modernizing an old Vygotsky's idea while in the other session no impediments were

placed to private speech utterances. The order of presentation of these two experimental

conditions was counterbalanced. These two sessions were video-taped for the

subsequent analysis of private speech utterances,' performance in the task and

persistence.

Results and Discussion

The ANCOVA performed with the aforementioned independent variables and

covariable, and the number of private speech utterances as a dependent variable showed

an interaction between the conditions of private speech manipulation and task difficulty

(F (2, 46)=8.365, p<.01). Figure I shows the number of private speech utterances in

each experimental situation, according to the task difficulty level.

Figure 1

Obstructing private speech clearly diminishes the number of utterances in the

three levels of difficulty. This fall is particularly noticeable for the medium and high

7
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levels. In addition, free utterance of private speech adopts an inverted U distribution,

with more utterances when the task has medium difficulty. However, in the situation

where private speech is obstructed the utterances are few for all difficulty levels.

Two conclusions may be inferred from these results. Firstly, the method used to

manipulate private speech was effective; obstructing private speech was successful in

reducing it to a minimum. Secondly, when there are no obstacles the amount of private

speech depends on the task difficulty level; as held by Vygotsky.

To study the effect of private speech manipulation on performance, an

ANCOVA was performed of repeated measurements with private speech manipulation,

grade and task difficulty level as factors, PPVT-R as covariable, and performance as a

dependent variable. The results showed that speech manipulation produces a significant

drop in performance, which varies with the task difficulty (F (2, 46)=3.914, p<.05).

Figure 2 shows the average performance calculated as the percentage of success (parts

placed correctly) in the group of puzzles attempted in the second and third session, as a

function of the condition of manipulation of private speech and the task difficulty level.

Figure 2

Performance falls as the task difficulty level increases. In addition, when tasks

have a medium or high difficulty speech obstruction causes a drop in performance. In

the case of medium difficulty tasks, performance drops more clearly, falling by 16%

approximately (61.17% in the free private speech condition vs. 45.82% for obstructed

private speech). For high difficulty tasks there is also a drop in performance, albeit

lower, approximately 10% (35.56% in the free private speech condition vs. 25.95% in

the obstructed private speech condition).
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This result shows the relation between emission of private speech and

performance. When free emission of private speech is allowed performance is

significantly.higher, particularly for medium difficulty tasks, as postulated in

Vygotskian theory. Private speech acts as a behavior regulator, favoring performance

when the task has a medium or high difficulty level.

This effect of private speech manipulation on performance agrees with the

results found in the study by Montero & de Dios (2001), although in the present study

the differences of performance in the two experimental situations, medium and high

difficulty level, are less marked. This may be because the measure of performance in

said study was obtained using a single puzzle, while in our case it was more common

for the participants to wish to perform several puzzles in each session.

Another objective of the study was analyzing the effect of private speech

emission on persistence in the task, a classical indicator of motivation. For this purpose,

an ANCOVA was conducted using the same variables as in previous analyses, but with

persistence in the task (calculated in minutes) as a dependent variable. The results

showed that there is a similar fall in persistence in all difficulty levels when private

speech is obstructed (F (1,46)= 5.086, p<.05). Figure 3 shows the persistence time in the

two experimental conditions, considering the task difficulty level:

Figure 3

It seems that allowing the subjects to emit private speech allows them to persist

more in the task. Furthermore, although with a marginal probability, there is an effect of

task difficulty (F (2.46)=2.998, p<.060). According to this, whether or not private

speech is obstructed the time of persistence varies with the task difficulty level.
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Specifically, persistence is significantly lower for low difficulty tasks than. for mediuM

difficulty tasks. The execution time in medium and high difficulty tasks was not

significantly different, although there is a tendency for it to drop in the latter case. This

supports a finding contrasted long ago (Atkinson & Litwin, 1960): tasks involving a

moderate challenge (medium difficulty level) favor a higher persistence. What is added

here is the mediating role of private speech utterances.

However, the final objective of this work intends to reach somewhat further. We

do not only wish to show that persistence depends on the free emission of private

speech, but also that it is related to the emission of private speech with motivational

content. Figure 4 shows superimposed the persistence in the free speech condition and

the utterances with cognitive and motivational content as a function of task difficulty

level. Note that in the case of low and high levels, the ratio between the two types of

utterances is three to one. However, in the case of medium difficulty level the ratio is

two to one. This is, not only is there a greater persistence when there is more speech but

there is also a greater persistence when the proportion of speech with motivational

content is higher.

Figure 4

Conclusions

This work presents an experimental approach that allows studying the

motivational function of private speech going beyond the analysis of its content. By an

experimental manipulation of the amount of private speech emitted and a joint study of

the influence of task difficulty, estimated individually for each participant, we have

shown that bothperformance and persistence depend significantly and relevantly on the
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possibility of free speech. Furthermore, a higher persistence is associated to a higher

proportion of private speech with motivational content.

These data imply that it is possible to support more strongly the motivational

function of private speech, providing data relevant to extending the self-regulatory

function of speech beyond motor activity and certain cognitive abilities, without

contradicting the Vygotskian theory on the mediated nature of higher psychological

functions. In addition, this type of research opens a new path for exploring the

development of goal-forming processes in the context of educational activities, as it

allows accessing the dynamics that configure its various elements (see Pintrich &

Schunk, 2001) by analyzing their appearance in the spontaneous private speech of

children between the ages of five and ten.

11
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Appendix 1

Private Speech Codification System (Montero & Huertas, 1999)

This private speech codification system presents two large categories:

A. Cognitive private speech, comprising the following subcategories:

- Task-irrelevant private speech: utterances referring to absent persons, songs

and word repetitions not associated with the task.

- Task-relevant private speech: utterances describing the own activity, self-

answered questions and comments guiding the activity, relevant to the task.

- Indications of inner speech: muttering, tongue movement and

incomprehensible utterances, relevant to the task.

B. Private speech with motivational content. Comprising the following subcategories:

- Causal attribution for success and failure: Utterances attributing a cause to the

result obtained in the task.

- Expectancies for success and failure: self:directed comments before beginning ,

the task, anticipating its outcome.

Positive and negative evaluations with emotional load: Evaluations of own

work accompanied by emotional expression.

Positive and negative evaluations without emotional load: Evaluations of own

- work without clear emotional expression.

- Positive and negative emotions: Expression of positive or negative feelings.

- Other achievement motivation utterances: comments with motivational content

that cannot be classified in any of the above categories.

14
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Figure 1: Averaged number of utterances as a product of the interaction between task

difficulty and manipulation of private speech

Level of Difficulty

Low difficulty Medium difficulty High difficulty

Free PS 35.32 98.82 60.04

Obstiucted PS 24.43 33.54' 31.89

100'

80

60

40

20

Low Medium

15

High

0Free PS
13Obstr. PS
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Figure 2: Percentage of successful Task Performance

Level of Difficulty

Low difficulty Medium difficulty High difficulty

Free PS 94.69 61.17 35.56

Obstructed PS 92.02 45.82 . 25.95
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Figure 3: Persistence
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Level of Difficulty

Low difficulty Medium difficulty High difficulty

Free PS 12 min. 27 sec. 15 min. 24 sec. 13 min. 44 sec.

Obstructed PS 10 min.48 sec. 14 min. 1 sec. 12 min. 9 sec.

Low Medium High

0Free PS
0Obstr. PS

ti
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Figure 4: A visual representation of the relationship between proportion of PS with

motivational content and persistence on task

Level of Difficulty

Low difficulty Medium difficulty High difficulty

Persistence 12 min. 8 sec. 15 min. 2 sec. 13 min. 6 sec.

Motivational PS 19,32 27,08 19,11
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